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Abstract 

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common cancers in African where hepatitis is endemic. HCC has 

become the third most common malignancy worldwide, with a very poor prognosis, rendering it the fourth highest 

cause of cancer - related deaths. The poor prognosis of HCC is mostly linked to late diagnosis because few treatment 

strategies can be implemented in patients with advanced disease. The levels of AFP combined with abdominal 

ultrasonography were considered the “gold standard” for HCC screening in patients with liver cirrhosis.  Several 

studies have suggested other biomarkers that are more sensitive, specific and reliable compared to AFP and USS in 

HCC diagnosis. These biomarkers include Proteins (including enzymes and isoenzymes), growth factors and their 

receptors, molecular markers and cytokines. These biomarkers could be useful biomarkers or complementary 

biomarkers in the diagnosis of liver cirrhosis associated hepatocellular carcinoma. 
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Introduction 

     Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most 
frequently diagnosed cancers worldwide and the most 
common malignant tumors in the world. The incidence 
of HCC is steadily increasing worldwide however the 
disease predominantly occurs in Asia and Africa [1]. 
 
     Oncogene addiction is important in the proliferation 
and survival of cancer cells. Oncogene addiction is the 
activation of specific oncogenes and inactivation of 
specific tumor suppressors, such as Rb1 in 
retinoblastoma [2] and BRCA1 in breast cancer. So far, 
specific oncogene addictions are yet to be observed in 
HCC, which is a complex disease with a variety of 

underlying pathogenic anomalies caused by multiple 
risk factors. The lack of ideal biomarkers for HCC 
diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy has posed a major 
challenge to HCC management [3]. 
 
     HCC is the fifth most common malignant tumor and 
the third leading cause of cancer-related deaths. 
Worldwide, there are about 626,000 new HCC cases and 
nearly 600,000 HCC-related deaths each year with an 
incidence equal to the death rate [4,5].  
 
     Advances in tumor biology have brought about 
increased interest in identifying molecular biomarkers 
of HCC. New cutting-edge technologies such as next-
generation sequencing and microarray technologies 
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have led to the search for biomarkers into a new era of 
“omics”. With the aid of such technologies, it is now 
quite easy to examine a whole tumor genome, transcript 
to me, proteome, epigenome, metabolome, and miRNA 
profile and analysis of tens of thousands of molecular 
targets is now affordable and operable. Currently, 
numerous circulating biomarkers and tissue 
biomarkers have been identified; however, few 
biomarkers are acceptable for clinical utility because of 
their low predictive accuracy and/or high cost [3].  
 
     Biomarkers are molecular indicators of biological 
status detectable in body fluid such as blood and urine 
or tissue. They are useful for the clinical management of 
various disease states. Biomarkers could also serve as a 
measurement tool to detect disease presence and 
progression and to guide more targeted therapy. This is 
achievable by monitoring the threshold concentrations 
of biomarkers [6]. 
 
     Serum tumor biomarkers have been used as an 
effective and reliable method of detection of malignant 
tumors in addition to ultrasonography and computer 
tomography because of convenience, cost effectiveness 
and accuracy of these techniques. The effectiveness of 
screening techniques for HCC can be improved by using 
the appropriate single or combination of tumor markers 
[8]. The current standard surveillance for HCC includes 
a combination of 6-monthly ultrasound scans (USS) and 
serum α-fetoprotein (AFP) measurement; the latter is 
considered the ‘gold standard’ for HCC detection [7]. 
 
     Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) a glycoprotein produced by 
the fetal liver and yolk sac during pregnancy was the 
first serologic assay used in the detection and clinical 
follow up of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. 
Although the serum levels of AFP are often elevated in 
HCC, it is not always the case. AFP levels may be 
elevated initially in the early stages of HCC and then 
drop or even normalize before rising again as disease 
progression occurs. Elevated serum AFP levels has also 
been recognized in the presence of acute and chronic 
viral hepatitis as well as in patients with cirrhosis 
caused by hepatitis C. In general, consistently elevated 
serum AFP levels greater than 500ng/mL are indicative 
of HCC. Lower serum concentrations which are only 
transient in nature are more often present in benign 
liver disease. Furthermore, in some cases of HCC, AFP 
elevations are not apparent at all [6].AFP can be 
analyzed using an Elecsys 2010 auto-analyzer system or 
by Axsym using micro particle enzyme immunoassay 
(MEIA) technology. 
 
 
 

Why the search for an alternative 
biomarker for the detection and diagnosis 
of hepatocellular carcinoma 

     HCC in patients with history of chronic hepatitis or 
cirrhosis characterized by continuous inflammation and 
regeneration of hepatocytes. The coexistence of 
inflammation and cirrhosis in HCC makes its early 
diagnosis and prognostic assessment much more 
difficult. Hence the need to identify valuable biomarkers 
for the diagnosis and treatment of HCC [8]. 
 
     Curative therapeutic practices for HCC currently are 
surgical resection, liver transplantation and local 
ablation. Analysis of serum alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) 
levels combined with imaging techniques such as 
magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasonography and 
computerized tomography are used for the diagnosis of 
HCC without pathologic confirmation. However, 
improvement is needed in times of early diagnosis since 
only 44%of HCC patients are diagnosed at a localized 
disease stage and moreover only about 30% of patients 
with HCC are candidates for potentially curative 
treatments at the time of diagnosis. As such discovery of 
an effective, reliable tool for early diagnosis of HCC to 
increase the number of patients who are suitable for 
curative treatment will play a pivotal role in improving 
HCC patients’ prognosis [3,9]. 
 
     AFP has been regarded as the most useful serum 
protein thus far for patients at risk for HCC. However, 
its sensitivity for detecting HCC ranges between 25%-
60%, and its specificity is also low because serum AFP 
can also be detected in patients with cirrhosis (11%-
47%) and chronic hepatitis (15%-58%)[3,8,10,11]. 
 
     AFP may also be elevated in benign chronic liver 
diseases, e.g. chronic viral hepatitis and liver cirrhosis 
without HCC, it was suggested that the ‘gold standard’ 
approach lacked sensitivity and specificity [12].  
 
     Serum AFP levels of more than 400 ng/mL which is 
considered diagnostic are observed only in a small 
percentage of patients with HCC. Moreover ultrasound 
surveillance even when performed at every three 
monthly intervals cannot improve detection of small 
HCC because of limitations in recall procedures [13,14]. 
 

Requirements of a biomarker for early 
diagnosis HCC 

     A good biomarker for early diagnosis of HCC should 
fulfill the following requirements [3]: 
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High accuracy: A biomarker meant for early diagnosis 
of HCC should achieve high accuracy. This would 
increase the probability of a diagnosis being made prior 
to spread and thus increase the cure rate. 
 
Easily operable and non-invasive specimen: Collection 
of specimen for biomarker detection should be easily 
operable and non-invasive. 
 
Cost-effectiveness: the cost-effectiveness of the 
biomarker should be put in to consideration. 
 
     Biomarkers from body fluids such as serum, plasma, 
urine, and bile are suitable candidates for early 
diagnosis of HCC because they are easily accessible. 
However Tumor tissue-oriented markers are not highly 
practical because not all tumor tissues can be obtained 
at an early stage and the invasive procedure may cause 
spread of tumor cells [15].  
 

Alternative biomarker for the detection 
and diagnosis of hepatocellular 
carcinoma 

     The emergence of new cutting edge technologies has 
led to the search and discovery of biomarkers for HCC 
diagnosis. Several studies have suggested other 
biomarkers that are more sensitive, specific and reliable 
compared to AFP and USS in HCC diagnosis. These 
biomarkers include proteins (including enzymes and 
isoenzymes), growth factors and their receptors, 
molecular markers and cytokines. 
 

Proteins 

     In addition to AFP, several serum proteins have been 
reported to have clinical significance in early diagnosis 
of HCC and are proved to have advantages over AFP. 
 
Dickkopf-1 (DKK1): It is a member of secreted 
proteins family that play important role in HCC 
progression by promoting cytoplasmic/nuclear 
accumulation of beta-catenin in HCC cells via the 
Wnt/beta-catenin signaling pathway [16]. Serum DKK1 
is a promising candidate for HCC diagnosis because it 
has better diagnostic value for HCC than does AFP, 
especially for patients with AFP-negative and early 
stage HCC [17]. However DKK1 is not overly specific for 
HCC diagnosis and a recent study reported that serum 
DKK1 was also elevated in patients with intrahepatic 
cholangiocarcinoma [18].This protein can be detected 
by indirect peptide ELISA for DKK-1 auto antibodies. 
 
Golgi protein 73 (GP73): GP73 is a transmembrane 
glycoprotein with a molecular weight of 73 kDa hence 
the name. It normally resides within the Golgi complex 
and is expressed in normal biliary epithelial cells 
however normal hepatocytes do not express this 

protein. So also the expression of this protein is 
significantly increased in liver diseases such as HCC 
[19]. 
 
     Serum GP73 is a valuable biomarker for patients with 
HCC The GP73 level significantly increased in patients 
with HCC compared with healthy controls, decreased 
following surgical resection of HCC lesions and 
increased with tumor recurrence [20,21]. The 
sensitivity and specificity of serum GP73 for HCC were 
74.6% and 97.4%, respectively, compared with 58.2% 
and 85.3% for AFP [21]. GP73 is also known Golgi 
Phosphoprotein (GOLPH2).This protein can be detected 
by ELISA. 
 
Protein induced by vitamin K absence or antagonist 
II (PIVKA-II): PIVKA-II is an abnormal prothrombin that 
has been widely proposed to be a useful HCC biomarker. 
As a screening test for detecting HCC, PIVKA-II yielded 
sensitivity and specificity values (52.8% and 98.8%, 
respectively) that were comparable with AFP [3]. It also 
known as Des-Gamma-Carboxy (Abnormal) 
Prothrombin (DCP). This protein can be detected by 
ELISA. 
 

Glycoprotein Antigens 

Glypican-3 (GPC3): GPC3is a membrane-anchored 
heparin sulfate proteogly can that has been 
demonstrated to interact with growth factors and 
modulate their activities. GPC3 binds to the cell 
membrane through the glycosylphosphatidylinositol 
anchors. Significant up regulation of GPC3 mRNA was 
observed in tumor tissues of HCC compared to 
paraneoplastic liver tissue, liver tissues of healthy 
adults, and liver tissues of patients with nonmalignant 
hepatopathy. Studies have shown that the expression of 
GPC3was significantly higher in the serum of HCC 
patients compared to that in the serum of healthy adults 
or patients with nonmalignant disease. It can be 
detected in 40–53% of HCC patients and 33% of HCC 
patients seronegative for both AFP and Des-gamma-
carboxyprothrombin (DCP). Soluble GPC3 (sGPC3) i.e. 
the NH –terminal portion of GPC3, was reported to be 
superior to AFP in the sensitivity of detecting well or 
moderately differentiated HCC, and the simultaneous 
determination of both markers improves overall 
sensitivity from 50% to 72% [22].This biomarker can 
be detected by ELISA. 
 

Enzymes and Isoenzymes 

Gamma-Glutamyl Transferase (GGT): GGT is an 
enzyme that is mainly secreted by hepatic Kupffer cell 
and endothelial cell of bile duct in healthy adults and its 
activity increases in HCC tissues. Sensitivities of GGTII 
(a type of GGT isoenzymes) have been reported to be 
74.0% in detecting large HCC and 43.8% in detecting 
small HCC. Sensitivity can be significantly improved 
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with the simultaneous determination of GGTII, DCP, and 
AFP [23]. Fluorescence, high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) and electrophoresis have also 
been successfully employed in the detection of the 
activity of GGT. 
 
Serum Alpha-1-Fucosidase (AFU): AFU is a liposomal 
enzyme that hydrolyzes fucose glycosidic linkages of 
glycoprotein and glycolipids. It is found in all 
mammalian cells and its activity increases in the serum 
of HCC patients (nmol/mL/h) compared with that in the 
serum of healthy adults (nmol/mL/h,), patients with 
cirrhosis (nmol/mL/h), and patients with chronic 
hepatitis (nmol/mL/h). It has been reported that the 
sensitivity and specificity of AFU at the cut-off value of 
870 nmol/mL/h were 81.7% and 70.7%, respectively 
[6]. 7600 Clinical Analyzer can be used to detect this 
biomarker. 
 
Human Carbonyl Reductase 2: Human Carbonyl 
Reductase2 is an enzyme expressed in the human liver 
and kidney. It is important in detoxification of the 
reactive alpha-dicarbonyl compounds and reactive 
oxygen species deriving from oxidative stress in HCC. 
The human carbonyl reductase 2 levels have been 
shown to be inversely correlated to the pathological 
grading of HCC [24]. ELISA kit can be used to detect this 
biomarker. 
 

Growth Factors and Their Receptors 

Transforming Growth Factor-Beta (TGF-β): TGF-β 
belongs to a super family of polypeptide signaling 
molecules that are involved in regulating cell growth, 
differentiation, angiogenesis, invasion, and immune 
function, TGF-β is a predominant form of growth factor 
family in humans. Its mRNA and protein are over 
expressed in HCC compared with surrounding liver 
tissues, especially in small and well-differentiated HCCs 
[25]. Serum TGF-β level has been found to be elevated 
in HCC patients compared to healthy adults or patients 
with nonmalignant liver disease [8]. ELISA kit can be 
used to detect this biomarker. 
 
Tumor-Specific Growth Factor (TSGF): TSGF is 
released by malignant tumors release into peripheral 
blood during their growing period. Serum levels of TSGF 
may reflect the existence of tumor. TSGF can be used as 
a diagnostic marker in detecting HCC, and its sensitivity 
can reach 82% at the cut-off value of62 U/mL and may 
have a higher accuracy with the simultaneous 
determination of other tumor markers. The 
simultaneous determination of TSGF (at the cut-off 
value of 65 U/mL), AFP (at the cut-off value of 25 
ng/mL), and serum ferritin (at the cut-off value of 240 
ng/mL) can reach a sensitivity and specificity of 98.4% 
and 99%, respectively [8]. 
 

Other growth factors and their receptors reported to be 
important in HCC diagnosis include: Epidermal Growth 
Factor Receptor (EGFR), Hepatocyte growth 
factor/scatter factor (HGF/SF) and Basic Fibroblast 
Growth Factor [6]. ELISA kit can be used to detect this 
biomarker. 
 

Molecular Markers (Circulating Nucleic Acids: 
mRNAs) 

     Changes in levels of DNA, RNA and nucleosomes have 
been associated with tumor burden and progression of 
malignancy [26]. Circulating nucleic acids have been 
extensively studied with regard to their significance in 
diagnosis [27-30]. 
 
     The level of plasma AFP mRNA is considered a 
diagnostic marker for HCC. Accumulating evidence has 
shown that micro RNAs (miRNAs) play important roles 
in cancer initiation, propagation, and progression [3]. 
Deregulation of miRNA occurs at early stages of HCC 
and increases throughout the various steps of 
hepatocarcinogenesis [28]. The plasma miRNA panel 
has a considerable clinical value for the early diagnosis 
of HCC and could help patients who might have 
otherwise missed the curative treatment window 
benefit from optimal therapy [30]. 
 
     Analysis of circulating nucleic acids in plasma offers 
another avenue for noninvasive monitoring of a variety 
of physiological and pathologic conditions [31]. Several 
applications based on the detection of circulating cell-
free nucleic acids in human plasma have been reported 
for the management of malignancies. The fundamental 
principle underlying these applications relates to the 
detection of extracellular nucleic acid molecules derived 
from diseased organs in plasma. Analysis of cell-free 
plasma RNA offers an opportunity for the development 
of pathology related markers [32-34]. 
 
     This cell-free nucleic acids include: Alpha-
Fetoprotein mRNA Alpha-Fetoprotein mRNA (AFP 
mRNA) [6]; Gamma-Glutamyl Transferase mRNA (GGT 
mRNA) [8]; Insulin-Like Growth Factor II (IGF-II) mRNA 
[35]; Albumin mRNA [36]; Micro RNAs (miRNAs) [37].  
 
     However, the diagnostic value of miRNAs is limited 
by one or more of the following factors: limited number 
of screened miRNAs, small sample size, failure to 
differentiate HCC from hepatitis, and lack of 
independent validation [3]. 
 
     Recently, [3] measured plasma miRNA expression 
profiles (723 miRNAs) in a large cohort of 934 
participants that included healthy individuals and 
patients with chronic HBV infection, cirrhosis, or HBV-
related HCC. They identified a miRNA panel (miR-122, 
miR-192, miR- 21, miR-223, miR-26a, miR-27a, and 
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miR-801) that provided high diagnostic accuracy for 
discriminating patients with HCC from the healthy 
population (AUC = 0.941) and patients with chronic 
HBV (AUC = 0.842) or cirrhosis (AUC = 0.884). Their 
finding led to the conclusion that the plasma miRNA 
panel had considerable clinical value for the early 
diagnosis of HCC and could help patients who might 
have otherwise missed the curative treatment window 
benefit from optimal therapy. 
 

Cytokines  

     Cytokines play an important role in the regulation 
and propagation of inflammatory responses and the 
homeostasis of organ functions [38]. In the liver, 
cytokines co-ordinate physiologic and pathologic 
processes such as liver growth and regeneration, as well 
as inflammatory processes during viral liver disease, 
liver fibrosis, and cirrhosis. Cytokines modulate the 
immune system and exert direct antiviral activity. 
Specifically, interleukins (IL)-1, -2 and -6, as well as 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a are all released in 
increased amounts during acute fulminate viral 
hepatitis; in this instance, they exert both pro-
inflammatory and cytotoxic effects [7] carried out a 
study which shows the need to integrate the screening 
of cytokine profiles (specifically of IL-6 and IL-17) and 
vitamin D levels into the classic AFP profiling during 
clinical assessments of patients with HCV and cirrhosis 
in order to increase the prognostic and diagnostic 
sensitivity and specificity and hopefully aid in the 
prevention of development of HCC.IL-6 and IL-17 levels 
can be determined by enzyme Immunoassay or Enzyme 
Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). 
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